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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF PROJECT
APADRINA UN MURO

“Apadrina un muro” is a responsive web platform aiming to generate social impact by creating
murals with social issues in public places that are in disrepair, with the aim of improving the cities.
These murals will be made by urban artists and co-financed by the citizens.
Currently many artists and illustrators make the streets their art gallery and it is not a surprise. The
main problem is the difficulties they face in getting the legal permission, especially for central walls.
The local government usually hinders, by making the process much longer. Consequently, these
artists decide to give it up and to do it by themselves in a illegal way.
Subsequently, citizens can come across graffiti in public streets that they could like or not, made by
illegal writers in a careless way. In addition people are thankful when muralism projects are done in
their cities in a social way or when public places that used to be sloppy are decorated. We have seen
how people walk in front of these walls, they stare at them and take several photos. There are
European cities like Berlin that have already started some touristic routes related to the Street Art.
The local government don’t invest in this kind of projects, they always try to find out artists who can
work for free. So the problem they struggle is finding good artists for free.
We believe that crowdfunding provides the optimal financial solution for this type of projects
because it allows anyone who wants to donate any amount of money, to the Project they want.
Therefore, if a Project fails to collect the necessaty founds in the set time, it means that the
community does not agree with the accomplishment of the mural. In this way we involve the citizens
in the process and we help local institutions to co-finance these projects, to promote culture and to
generate a positive impact on society.
The location plays an important role in this type of project. People will be more prone to invest
money in local community, rather than in a place which is not important for them. It pays off in terms
of making them feeling pleased and savouring the improved local surroundings. The platform will
have a section with mural proposals distributed by proximity. However, the user can also search
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murals proposed in any other places. Moreover, the web will show all the projects done to
demonstrate the positive impact and to engage people to participate actively.
People can send us wall locations (through our web platform) and we will look for the nearest and
also the best artists in our platform. We will be in charge of all the procedures. The first step is to
show to the local government the wall that has been proposed to be improved, if they accept and
gives us legal permission to paint it, we automatically show the wall to all the artists who will send us
their drafts/proposals regarding the topic. Then, we will select the three best proposals and will show
them again to the local government, who will make the final decision by considering which project
fits better with the city and environment style. The winner project will be the one we are going to
post in the platform in order to be funded by the citizens with crowdfunding.
In summary, ''Apadrina un muro'' represents a website (see annexes to see our first prototype) that
approaches urban art to citizens and institutions in a friendly and positive way differentiating it from
the illegal graffiti. In this way, the Project means an alternative to improve the urban view of the
cities and to make people participate.
Nowadays in our team we are two people: Isaac Soler - graduated by the Elisava University in
Barcelona, muralist, graphic designer and entrepreneur (Founder of AeroArte); and Lucas Amat; student in Business Adminsitration and Marketing, muralist, and entrepreneur (Also founder of
AeroArte). This is the second Project that we are carrying out together.
Our motivation comes basically from our love to muralism and graffiti. We’ve been painting since
2007, so it’s not something new for us. Our story has caught the attention of different newspapers in
Spain where we have been on the front page in some of them. First of all, because the media
realized that people have changed their mind about graffiti and also and the most important reason
is because we can see this change in our lives. At first we were illegal graffiti writers, which made us
to face and struggle with many difficulties, but we have changed our mind and we started to make
positive things with graffiti. It all started with AeroArte, a little business based on the idea of
satisfying individual and enterprises advertising and decorative needs. At this point we came up with
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the idea of spreading our little business to other places in a more social way and searching a common
good for community.
''Apadrina un muro'' will also accept volunteers that could have legal problems because of illegal
graffiti so they can have another point of view too. In this way while they are in touch with graffiti in
a beneficial way they can end up becoming part of our platform artists.
People like being surprised and also taking part in this kind of projects, and even more when it
implies to improve mediocre places they usually use. We surveyed people in our city and the results
show that 78% of respondents are willing to contribute with between 1 and 10 euros in this kind of
projects (see annexes).
Our project will start in a small-scale way but it is easy to spread it out to wherever you want. In
order to carry out the project, ''Apadrina un muro'' will need an online platform, a huge promotion
and paperwork with the local governments. Each muralism project will be cofinanced so we don't
have to "invest" a lot of money on them. The project which is cofinanced will generate benefits (We
will obtain a 10% of commission from every cofinanced project through our website) and the ones
that don't, in fact they don't really give us large costs. Our principal costs will be for legal costs, web
domain, web hosting, salaries (we need developers to create the platform and maintain it), office
equipment, wifi, marketing and publicity.
We believe that '' Apadrina un muro '' solves some problems in a innovative way because it uses the
legal graffiti to improve public spaces, trying to integrate urban art in our society in a positive way
and financing projects through crowdfunding, as to seek a common good with the projects, we
believe is the best way.
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ANNEXES
Survey of citizens of villages where there have been legal murals (100 respondents)
Do you think that legal murals in public spaces benefit the people?

Would you like to renew in your town/city walls and places now gray or with illegal graffiti
with leagal murals?

Would you donate between 1 and 10 Euros for a legal mural project in your town/city?
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First prototype of our web platform

Desktop prototype:

https://invis.io/GR7HKL8CX
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Apadrina un muro - Isaac Soler Ramos - Lucas Amat Junquera
KEY PARTNERSHIPS
· Urban artists:
They don’t have public spaces to
paint legally and they are not valuesd
as they deserve.

KEY ACTIVITIES
· Development of muralism projects
through crowdfunding
- Inclusion of troubled kids in some
projects. Doing social work.

· Spray paint brands:
They can provide us materials at
a cheaper cost in exchange for
promotion. We will bring social value
to their brand.
· Institutions:
They are essential in ‘Apadrina un
muro’ because they will give us the
legal permits that will allow us paint
the murals in public spaces.
· IT Developers:
We need them to develop and maintain the web platform.

KEY RESOURCES

VALUE PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

The project ‘Apadrina un muro’ is a
responsive web platform created
with the aim to generate social impact by creating murals with social
issues in public places that are in
disrepair. These murals will be made
by urban artists and co-financed by
the citizens.

Will will make the institutions and
citizenship participant in each project we perform. They are essential
in ‘Apadrina un muro’, and being a
social project all what we do it is
aiming to achieve a common good.

· Institutions:
Have difficulties to find urban artists
and don’t have enough budget to
spend in muralism projects.

· Institutions:
We find them different urban artists
from the zone and present them
different proposals to improve public
walls co-financed by the community
through our website.

- The web platform
· Legal permits to paint murals
- Good spread of the web platform
- Good crowdfunding results
- Experience with muralism projects

COST STRUCTURES

· Citizens:
Will be integrated in the realization
process of muralism projects in
public spaces. They will propose
spaces and co-finance proposals.
Without them the realization of the
projects wouldn’t be possible.
· Urban artists:
Their work will be economically
recompensed and valued.

CHANNELS
· Rresponsive web platform:
apadrinaunmuro.org
· Satisfied customers
· Social networks:
Facebook, instagram, twitter.
· Media:
television, newspapers, blogs
· Physically during the making of
murals

REVENUE STREAMS

Equipment: PC’s, Offices, wifi

Hosting web

Grants municipalities

Wages

Web domain

10% commission of co-financed projects obtained
by the payments done through the website.

Advertising in social netwoks

Legal costs

· Citizens:
Have the problem of being excluded
in the realization process of muralism projects in public spaces.

